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The string quartets Beethoven composed during his third period contain perhaps the 
greatest music ever written and present huge intellectual and emotional challenges to 
performers. During the 1970s the LaSalle Quartet recorded them for Deutsche 
Grammophon, but unlike the versions by the Végh, Italian and Talich Quartets of a similar 
vintage, they have not gone on to achieve classic status, so this LP gives us a chance (40 
years after it was recorded) to re-assess them away from the inferior DG digital 
remasterings.

In the brief slow introduction the speed is slightly too fast to give sufficient weight to the pp 
half-notes, in the ensuing Allegro the first violins opening run lacks definition, but after this 
the players aren’t afraid to use rubato and tempo variation within a fast basic pulse. They 
also bring transparency and lightness of touch to the Scherzo, although the darker under-
current‘s that the Busch Quartet find (Pristine Classical, 24bit) elude them. The heart of the 
work is the staggeringly complex Molto adagio ‘Heiliger Dankgesang’; here the tempo is too 
fast to convey the opening themes sublime, long-breathed spirituality, or to capture the rapt, 
profound stillness of the extended coda (here the benchmark is the Lindsays’ first version on
ASV) and the recordings dynamic range doesn’t help them (see below). The LaSalle’s are 
more successful in the last two movements where their flowing tempi don’t get in the way of 
expressiveness, although the Lindsay’s find greater light, shade and power. All-in-all then, 
an interesting, but not overwhelming performance of this masterwork. 



Sound

Balance: 5
Inner balance: 5
Detail and clarity: 4
Dynamic range: 3

Getting the balance right on chamber music recordings is not easy. Too distant and you lose
impact, too close and the sound becomes aggressive, so sensibly the recording team placed
the quartet just to the rear of the speakers, kept reverberation to a minimum (ridiculously 
over-reverberant acoustics are a mainly modern phenomenon presumably dreamt up by 
recording teams to hide the inadequacies of 16bit digital sound and/or their lack of skill) but 
still retained a sense of space around the image (analogue does this with ease, 16bit digital 
just creates a void). There is excellent definition and clarity, although the cello’s lower notes 
could be tightened up, no register has undue prominence, being analogue, instrumental 
timbres are beautifully captured and there is a real sense of presence. 

However as mentioned above there is a problem with the dynamic range, in that in the slow 
movement one can only presume that the recording team failed to capture anything below 
piano, or later flattened it out, which is unacceptable in any music but absolutely disastrous 
in late Beethoven where the performers must be able to make time stand still, when 
necessary sink to ppp and a similar problem occurs at anything above fort, which means 
jarring contrasts are smoothed over. But as stated above, this transfer is vastly superior to 
the thin, dead offering you can get on CD and as ever it is very difficult to find original first 
label German pressings in good condition.


